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A . which doesn't, not an adenal virus, a DNA, a human

DNA virus, a virus of the human heritage. There was no other

like herpes simplex which does not produce an experimental cancer,

capacity for disseminating in nature except from humans to humans

at least at that time it didn't. Subsequently it has been shown

to be capable of doing that. Could it playa role in human cancer.

And how would you find out.

So that using all of the information that had been

gathered from the studies of SV40 tumors, polyoma tumors, the

adenal virus tumors it appeared that since these specific tumor

antigens can be produced during the course of normal infection

and you didn't have to have a malig~ant transformed cell to get

it, why not see if in herpes virus im£~ctEd cells you could

identify a component again presumably following the same sequence

of of logic or laws that were developed for the other DNA viruses,

that would be coded by the virus but still would not be a

structural component of the virus because the most important

p~operty of those tumor antigens that I was talking about up

until now was the fact that although all the evidence was that
they were coded by virus genetic material they did not enter into

the structure of the virus. They were not part of the structure.

So they were called by various names but ultimately most people

call them non-virion antigens meaning that they were non structural

antigens of the virus. So, the goal then was to try to see

whether there was a non structural antigen produced in tissue

culture cells when herpes virus was multiplying in them. And
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all sorts of tricks had to be tried because it could be shown from

the other studies that you could if you used certain inhibitors

of DNA synthesis and so on, you could still get this--I won't go

into the technical details although I have them available in an

analysis, in a summary that I published. And in this work that I

set about doing, I had at that time, came a young Italian to work

with me, who had been a student and an assistant to my very good

friend, Professor Magrassi at the University of Naples.

Professor Fliano Magrassi was a professor of medicine,

however, had work with Dohr in Switzerland years ago he worked

on pseudo rabies virus. He worked on other viruses and we had

a certain bond over the years. On one of my visits to Italy, he

introduced me to this young man whose name was Julio Tarro, and

he asked whether he could come and work in my laboratory. He

came and I--he had to be trained--he was green completely. And

we worked together very well. I trained him in tissue culture
techniques. I trained him in complement fixation techniques and

all of the aspects that were involved and he became my right arm

in this approach in the attempt to isolate because I had many

other collaborators before on the SV4Q studies and the other

things, there was Culp and there was others. But, him, I selected

to work with me very carefully on this herpes problem. As usual

when I took in somebody in the laboratory to train and work with

me more than a passing way, I had to sa~isfy myself that the
things he was doing I could rely on. It was impossible to do

everything with you own hands. And I developed a great deal of

confidence ultimately in his techniques, his reliability, his

I
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integrity. And furthermore there grew up very much a father-son

kind of relationship. I developed. He was unmarried. He was a

bachelor. He worked very hard. He w0rked all the time. And I

felt about him as I did about my own son. And we worked

together. I would design--he did not have. I had hoped that he

would develop it--but he did not have the capacity to design his

own questions. Design any protocol from an experiment. Evaluate

the data. So we would do it together~ hoping that as we did

things together he would be able to take off ultimately on his

own. But at any rate I mean with all the other activities I was

involved in, ultimately I left the laboratory work to him, the

protoc01s of experiments we designed, and then we would sit down

to try and make sense. And all kinds of tricks were tried and

they just didn't work. The attempt to demonstrate in cells

infected with herpes simplex virus in a variety of ways, a non-

structural, non virill0nantigen which conceivably would be an
be

antigen that would equivalent to the tumor antigens that

were non virion tumor antigens that produced SV40,adenal virus,

polyoma. And of course I would discuss all kinds of hypotheses

with Julio Tarro as, because when I planned an experiment T

didn't plan an experiment and give him the protocols as you do

to a technician to carry this out. You try to think together.

He became very sensitive. I am speaking a little bit with hind-

sight to things that I would propose as a hypothesis that had to

be tested. And once there appeared about 1968 as if yes, we were

getting a material. There were all sorts of problems because you

had to try to develop antibody in order to identify this non virion,
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this non structural antigen. And we ran into all kinds of trouble.

If you tried to make the antibody in rabbits, you would get non

specific things and ultimately there was a problem you see of

doing everything in guinea pigs and growing the cells, growing

guinea pig cells in guinea pig serum and so on in order to be

able to make an antibody that would not be complicated by cross

reacting antigen and antibodies. And then it appeared yes, here

was a serum which after absorption let's say with purified virus

had .no more reaction with virus but it still reacted with cells

that were infected early and presumably there was the antigen

that we were looking for. And then on repetition it wasn't there.

And I used to spend days and nights looking at what was the

difference between the experiment in which it worked and this

was based entirely on complement fixation detecting the antigen

by complement fixation for specific sera. What was the difference

between the experiments in which there was some indication that it
when

was there and then why was it different in another experiment

was done. And it appeared to me that the only explanation for

some of the things that we were observing was that this antigen

was very labile even when preserved in a-60, -70. And that

when it was--the material that was used for immunizing had been

kept let's say too long, that .it wouldn't be active or the

material that was used to test for this antigen by using the

same serum when you did it once you got a positive result for

one kind of material and then when you went back to the stuff

which was stored, frozen, you didn't get it. And so I developed

the concept that it was probably a very labile antigen and if we
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worked with it very early, very fast that it would work every time.

This was the hypothesis. And I got, sure enough, that's the way

it worked out. And it turned out to be very specific so that cells

that were infected with type 1 produced this antigen that would

react with sera and things type 1. And guinea pigs everything

had to be done in guinea pigs. It was very very difficult. But

cells that were infected with type 2--.
Well, this brought us up to about 1969 when I was getting ready to

leave Cincinnati to go to Israel to the Wisemann Instiuute and
now

Tarro was to move back to Naples, to his own laboratory. But I

continued to be the sort of father, not professor but father

figure. And I also tried to get him a contract from the N.I.H.

to be able to continue the work. And without going into the

details because some of them are contained in the publications.

During the years while I was ab the Wisemann Institute, and Julio

Tarro continued to work. I would go out very often to see him.

Then I was with N.A.T.O.
Then I would see the data and the protocols that he would show me.

And everything just fell into place beautifully. The hypothesis

that I would propose for testing, the experiments that Tarro then

carried out provided the answers. And it was clear. A technology

was developed for how to go about preparing an antigen that

potentially could be the specific tumor antigen synthesized by

herpes type 1, herpes type 2. And so finally at about 1972

the ultimate question could be asked. There was the technology

for doing it. That if you would take the human serum the way

we did in guinea pigs sera, all we had to do on the basis of the

results that came along, was to infect tissue culture cells with
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a very large excess of virus so that let's say that for every cell

in a culture there were at least 10 to 20 to 30 infectious units

of virus. That was important. We previously showed that that was

important for SV40 antigen. And then we harvested at a certain,

very specific time, early, in a few hours, and then to use it

within let's say a few days even when it was frozen down thoroughly.

And if you use it for tests, but if you took such material and you

let it stand at the refrigerator 40° C. that after about two weeks

and certainly three weeks, four weeks, that activity disappeared.

That the serum that we now had, good guinea pig serum could

detect its activity, the results showed that when the extracts of

the infected cells prepared a certain way were kept in the

refrigerator the virus remained. But this tumor like antigen

this non virion antigen waslgone. So it was easy now. All you

had to do was to immunize in guinea pigs, or take a human serum

that had antibodies for herpes because most human sera of adults

have such antibodies. And absorb it with material that had

been kept in the refrigerator for a certain number of weeks that

no longer had this non structural, non virion antigen. And you

would take out all the specific, all the antibodies for--that

would react to this virus, that the virus was there. And was

left in the guinea pig sera reacted only with this non structural

antigen and very specific. So it was obvious thatwhat one could

do now would be to take human sera from different types of

patients, different groups, and absorb out that herpes antibody

that they had with material that had been stored a long enough

time in the refrigerator and see whether or not the sera from
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patients who had certain types of cancers had complement fixing

antibodies for this postulated herpes tumor antigen. Whereas

other sera would not. Normal sera, for example, would not.

People with concurrent herpes who had this constantly whether

genital or others--this was an important question--because if

they had it the whole thing would be no good. And moreover

did it happen regu~uarly with certain kinds of human cancers.

Let's say cancer of the cervix or cancer of certain parts of the

skin or cancer of the penis or cancers where let's say herpes

virus had an opportunity to infect and not with certain"0ther

types of cancer. Years ago the test that had been done with

adenal virus yielded ultimately negative results for trying to

associate them. But, it was done in such a way that low

concentrations of antibody were administered. It could have

been missed. At any rate, preliminary tests, I was urging Tarro.

This was while I was at the Wisemann Institute. I said you've

got to carry out a test on certain sera that you don't know whether

they are sera from cancer patients or not. But he never wanted

to do that. So that the sera that came from the bank, and we

had this bank of sera from our previGus committee that we had

organized at N.I.H. He always knew--he didn't want to test

any that he didn't know. So he knew that these for example,

came from cancer of the prostate, these from cancer of the

cervix, these from cancer of the mouth or the~.lip or whatever.

And suddenly, at the end of 1972 as I was leaving the Wisemann

Institute he brings me a set of data that looked absolute

extraordinary. Small numbers to be sure the controls are negative.

That is, people without any cancer gave negative reactions after
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absorbing amounts of virus antibodies. And that only people

with certain kindsof cancers where herpes viruses could have

produced an infection at one time, gave positive reactions. The

numbers were small. It seemed everything absolutely in accord

with hypotheses which were built. And so when I went to the

United States, when I lent the Wisemann Institute and became a

Fogarty Scholar at the National Institutes of Health I immediately

wanted to organize a blind study, a very caEeful test to really

see whether this could be reproduced. It was fantastic.

We had here five years of work or more and we came to the

end point of decision. And so I arranged to have laboratories

built up especially for Dietrich to be transformed into cancer

research centers. And in order to be able to get to work

quickly because my faith in Julio Tarro was beyond mounds,

certainly his integrity, I arranged for him to come to work

with me, at Fort Dietrich, and furthermore one of my very

old Cincinnati technicians who went to work with him in Italy,

brought him over also. So we had an experienced team of course

by the time they arrived I already had the laboratory set up,

I had other technicians trained to work and to produce cells

on a large scale and all the other things. And finally, we

decided to get more sera from different kinds of cancers,

patients with cancers, patients without cancer, pregnant women,

particularly people with occurring herpes thosethat if a non

malignant condition, repeated infection with herpes would give

rise to such an antibody they would be the people to get.

I left the work of doing the complement fixation tests

and the preparation--and the complement--preparation of antigen
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I trained somebody else to do. I left the actual work of the
complement fixation tests to Tarro and this technician, an old

technician of mine. We worked together very well because this

man was very good. I would make up the tests, the individual

tests in such a way that the particular, although it came on

certain vials which the designation of which gave an indication

from what sort of group it came. I covered it up so that

I wouldn't know Ultimately. I would write out. Obviously I had

to have a key but after making the key I put it away, relying on

the integrity that I wouldn't look underneath the label of the

bottle so that ultimately after the tests were done we would

always read the results together. But when I read the results

together with Tarro, I didn't know whether I was reading a control

or whether I was reading this kind of a cancer or another kind of

a cancer. And after several months of really you know, pushing

hard work, the first tests came through in an absolutely

incredible amount. They were very specific most of the cancers

like cancer of the breast, cancer of the uterus and cancer of

the colon and the leukemias and many other things all negative.

But only one special group of cancer (inaudible)

Well, that was really beyond my expectation. It was extraordinary.

And this was reported at a meeting of the National Academy of

Sciences. And actually it created a great interest and to me

the excitement was extraordinary because the hypothesis that

began years ago, say in 1966, 67, ultimately '68. Here we were

five years later, six years later and it was working out. So

after this initial thing Tarro went back to Italy and during that
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period I got another person who had worked with Joe Melnick

and she was working with Tarro. I later learned that she was

a disturbed person. Her husband was in a mental institution
and killed their baby (?)
At any rate, she was trained by Tarro to do the tests. I had to

go off. This would be in the summer to do many things and I left

her in charge of four people. When I carne back she was absolutly

and thoroughly incompetent to carryon. And so again I carne back

myself and I commuted every day about a hundred miles from where

I lived in Washington, every day. But again I made the mistake

of leaving the actual work, setting up the various tests, the

manual activities to her. And then we would read the results.

And for a long while everything just came out perfect again

and the experience expanded with more controlled things.

But then as I continued to work I began to smell certain

things wrong. One really completely blind study that she carried

out--everything went wrong. And then on other things, things

carne out so damned perfect that I just couldn't believe it.

And then I began to do things myself and I found I couldn't

repeat the things she was doing. And it was an extraordinarily

traumatic experience because I used to work into the nights

and then corne back, driving fifty miles back to Washington. And

finally I decided that I couldn't trust her and I decided that I

would have to do all the complement fixation tests myself. Do

everything. And starting over again in January, 1970 because

we were just about getting ready. I was getting organized to

work with different groups. It looked so perfect that it was
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just a question now of beginning to work with various clinical

groups, carcinoma of the kidney fell into this, carcinoma of the

prostate, carcinoma of the bladder, and carcinoma of the larynx,

and many that were negative. But when I began to do everything

myself it just didn't work. Nothing worked. I couldn't make an

antigen that would react with the sera that Tarro had prepared

that was supposed to be specific sera. So there began the

traumatic experience of finding out what went wrong and I keep

in touch with Tarro by telephone now. Tell me, are things

still working. Can you make antigen to react with those specific

guinea pig sera, are monitoring sera. Oh, yes, no problem, no

problem particularly.

Was there something wrong with the medium. Was there

something wrong with the serum, was there something--. You know

you have any number of variables that could go wrong. But since

he was still getting--I worked away January and February and

March and nothing. So finally I sent him some of the positive

sera that--I mean I absorbed there.

And I said look, would you take these sera that I have here.

You test them there and see whether or not it is working. And

I happened to go to Italy. It's in fact DNA (?)

Yes. It is working perfectly well here. And I had him sent over

his glass from a rat and his seed virus and everything. And it

just didn't work. And finally I decided that there was only one

thing to do, continue the ffimework in Naples. Maybe- there was

some--and there was a problem also. You couldn't import sera

because the hoof and mouth disease. I was having problems with

the Department of Agriculture. I said there is nothing to do
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but I will pack up a miniature laboratory of the supplies that I

am using here in the united States, go to the Naples laboratory.

We are going to work side by side with the same reagent and see

whether or not there is something that is different that has crept

in after all these years that is different. But, by that time I

had already developed the hypothesis that somebody was being

dishonest. The lady that took Tarro's place and then I had to

begin to wonder even Tarro himself--although to me the concept

that my beloved son, that the integrity that I would have to

question, his honesty and integrity was something that I couldn't

fathom at all. But as far as she was concerned, I developed,

the only way I could explain it is that after the tests were

set up and I would leave she somehow or other would look at the

labels underneath or something and fix things up. And I asked

some of the other technicians that had to work with me after I

had fired her, incidentally, and went back to work myself. I

said, now if you should want to fix things up so that certain

things would come out one way or another, how would you do it?

And two of them just couldn't think of the way but the third who

probably was watching her or just happened to see it, said oh

that's easy. In order to get this test, all I would have to do

is after the stuff is put away into the refrigerator overnight,

I would come in. I would take the tubes that I would want to

be negative, I would just put them, just dip them in the 56° C.

water bath for a minute to destroy. To fix complement in the

tubes that I wanted to be this way I would merely add a tiny drop

in each one so it would have a fixed complement. And so actually

before I decided to fire the other ones, I set up tests and then
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I would take them in the cold box with me to Washington so that

nobody would be able to get to it. Because that way there would

be no standard. So finally when I worked--when I went to Naples

laboratory, I immediately found tremendous discrepancies. And I

had to work side by side with him. And finally it became evident

that the stuff that he reported to me,. that I sent to him in

March and that he said was positive wasn't worked out right

because when we tested it side by side with material that was

prepared there and the material that I prepared simultaneously

with my reagents, it was negative. Negative, negative, negative.

Right down. I even had some of the sera that was prepared in

Cincinnati. I couldn't believe it and I went back after two,

three weeks, in Naples absolutely shattered. I went back to the

Fort Dietrich laboratory and worked some more on testing out

certain possibilities and finally I had no conclusion, no

alternative conclusion but that he was fabricating the results.

Q Didn't anyone question the results previously.

A I mean there could be question but there was no way that

you could be certain. I mean, facts are facts. If this is correct

this is it. How can you question it. It was nothing there that

on the surface of it if you didn't do it yourself that you could

question.

Q No other lab tried to--

A No. No. So that what happened then was this. After

really just checking out every possible thing I had no alternative

not only that he wasn't doing things right but that he must have

been fabricating. And the things that were done on the code that
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he found ways to get around the code. What to do. By this time

we were into '74 which was really seven years, six, seven years

after the work had begun. And after I had already planned

extensive collaborative efforts on the basis of this. And I

realized that it was not possible (inaudible)

But I didn't want to--I didn't want him to suffer because before I

left I said Look, you realize, look, something has gone wrong. I

think we ought to publish a paper together because it was always

me as the senior author. And I think it ought to be retracted.

And he would say yes in front of my face and then when I
went away, he would say no.

Then finally when I went back to Fort Dietrich, I came

back to this country and did some more tests that I felt were

necessary, just to eliminate the remotest possibility of a

mistake. And I asked him whether I could put his name on it

As coauthor on the retraction, and first there came a telegram

yes and then no. Back and forth and it was obvious--you see and
Professor

then I was getting in touch with my friend~Magrassi, and so

I discussed this with the people at the National Cancer Institute

who had been supporting not only my work on'this all these years

but also his--I mean the work he was doing in Italy was actually

a joint activity. And they said look, you've got to dissociate

yourself from that man altogether and you write you own thing

and retract, which I did. And I sent it in as a member of the

National Academy of Sciences for publication you see, and I

called up the president of the academy my friend, Dr. Handler
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and explained it was terribly embarrassing situation. Oh, he

said look we are going to--because, I mean, the interest in the

press at that time because there was already a terrible thing

that had happened at the Kettering Institute, and the press was

just sniffing always. There are all these sniffers at the

Institute, and the idea was that I didn't want this, and besides

many people already knew at the NIH and there are no secrets,

and I wanted to publish the record to show just what was what.

First in a scientific journal and Handler was very

sympathetic. He said, look, it happened to me, it happens to
He said

everybody because when I got very busy I had a young Ph.D. working
with me, and every hypothesis that I suggested was somehow or
other worked out. I mean it was a hypothesis. It was a question
but it came out. She gathered. She knew what I, what she
thought I wanted. And then it was so good and we had some
publications. I sat clown and I tried to do it myself and I
couldn't. So I had to retract. Well, my only explanation was

that here was a young man really working, and I think.he did.

And that subconsciously he was disoriented and he made every

hypothesis that he suggested, he wanted to make me happy. And he

made the results come out exactly the way I suggested.

Q And he couldn't retract. He couldn't face up to it.

A And he, he just couldn't face up to it. And furthermore,

he then continued even after I published. He continued a sort

of running commentary in Italian publications or in Italian in

the press that he was right and so forth and then he became

involved with somebody and it also turned out that this technician
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of mine who went over with him was even dishonest. He got a job

at a pharmaceutical company. They were going to turn this out

as a commercial antigen and finally the man with whom he was

working was arrested because of other things and the whole thing

came to an end. And there was a separate investigation in Naples,

and I could only conclude that he was mentally disturbed. But

to me it was the greatest tragedy--not so much because the

hypothesis didn't work that I was pursuing were wrong so long

to come to a dead end but because the faith that I had placed

in..a person had been so misplaced. And that because I did not

follow earlier because of my various other activities the dictum

to remember that if results come through, are too good to be

true, there is a very high probability that they are not true.

And what I should have done long ago because I didn't have the

time to do it and because I had so much faith is that in Cincinnati

before he left, I should have sat down to repeat everyone of

the experiments by myself.

Q Why didn't other people working in the area pick this up?

A Well it wasn't easy. It was very difficult. And

finally you see what happened at the time when I became involved

in it, is that Dr. Hillerman had put a number of his people to

work on making such an anti serum in guinea pigs. And he was

going to begin to use it for certain things and that was the time

also when I was trying to set up really an enterprise whereby

we could get into the field of work and he submitted sera to me.

And they found an antidote, you see. Sera that they had made

at Merck's. Of course they didn't use exactly the same technique.
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But you know when you are dealing with a lot of variables so

this was actually a real tragedy. Also I found myself terribly

embarrassed in this situation because when I received the

Holland award and I chose to give a lecture at the time of the

Holland award, really, I still had reason to believe that these

results were true. Of course I cut it out. It was never

published. But it, really, it was one of the factors that led

to the decision not to become involved in laboratory work any

more. I did not think I could get involved in another situation

where I had to train somebody to work with me and have to test

his reliability. I was so sensitive because it appeared that the

only way I could continue to work only the things I could do

with my own hands. And that didn't seem right that after all

these years I felt there were other things that I could do and

really this was the last straw which brought about the decision

no more personal laboratory work. And it was certainly

preceeded by a period when I was working in that Fort Dietrich

labora~0ry so many long hours there were many nights I didn't

come back. I stayed over in a motel there because I had worked

up until midnight. I was doing everything by myself. I was

putting things in the refrigerator and locking the door. I was

reaching a point almost to paranoia because I had to exclude

the possibilities of interference and I felt I couldn't go on

with that. Had this turned out differently, had it turned out

to be a reliable test for diagnosing the cancers that really

had been caused let's say by herpes simplex, it would have

opened up a field for all DNA viruses and a field of work in
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which I would have been involved, coordinating the clinical

and laboratory activities probably for the rest of my life, and

I never would have made that decision. So in effect, the end

to my own involvement in personal laboratory work was not the

way one would wish it. But that's the way it was and that was

the basis for my starting on a totally new career of activities

in science which was not based on personal work in the laboratory.

And I think that I--if you have questions on this particular

point number four, I would--

Q I have--

A I would want to cover them now, finish them now and then

leave for tomorrow the Wisemann Institute thing and leave for

our next session the final, the final destination.

Q Yes. Well there are a number of things that you know,

come to mind.

A Excuse me. I want to say something. Because the work

with the herpes virus was not my only activity because, as I was

analyzing various other fields, I was asking myself why is it

that after all the years with the model systems and leukemia

virus and sarcoma virus, why is it that it had not been possible

up to the time of '68, '69, to determine or to establish that

any human sarcoma virus, any human sarcoma, tumor, or any human

leukemia was caused by a virus. I mean there were all of these

years of studies on model systems.

And I developed a hypothesis. And this was another thing

tha~ kept me away in different work and why I had to leave Tarro

pretty much to himself during this period because I was involved
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in another approach altogether. And I postulated as I analyzed

the situation, I found that the main reason it was possible to

work in the lab with the leukemia sarcoma, interesting leukemia

sarcoma complex was that it was possible for cells that were

free of complicating leukemia infection, inapparent leukemia

infection, that it was possible to have cells of a certain

genetic constitution because all of those things have been shown

to be important. And therefore that one of the problems with

the human sarcoma virus to try and show that you could get foci

tumors, foci in tissue culture outside the body, it was probably

that they weren't the right kind of dells. And if by chance you

would hit the right kind of human cell in which to make such a

tumor with the proper extract for the human tumor that you then

couldn't try to make passages and have the same cells again.

So I started a collaborative program with the National Cancer

Institute based on the concept that perhaps in highly inbred

populations one would be able to find human beings who would

have the proper genetic constitution as we were able to get in

inbred mice and eggs and so on. The proper genetic constitution

and at the same time cells that would be free of inapparent

infection with leukemia virus that can prevent the expression

of the sarcoma virus. I will not go into the science of it.

At any rate, this started us off on a collaborat~ve

venture in which I was looking for populations around the world

that were highly inbred. The highly inbreeding would give you

something that would equivalent not at a pure genetic line but

at least something that is more likely to be not a mixed genetic
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more mixed. So, we had some very special groups. There were the

Samaritans" living in Israel on the west bank and through a very

good friend in Israel whowas worshipped as a saint by the

Samaritans, oh, the whole system incidentally which was used

was based on getting a little snip of skin, not more than two

to four millimeters. And then from that skin, grow out in series

hundreds of millions of cells which were then stored down in

liquid nitrogen. And so we went out and arranged to get biopsies

from the good Samaritans, biopsies from indian tribes that lived

way down at the bottom of the Grand Canyon and way out, isolated

in certain mountains, and we went allover the world and built up

a really extraordinary collection of human cells from individual

persons each of them--

END OF TAPE


